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the number of storage nodes, but not on the number of failures
and repairs that occur in the system.
The contribution of this paper is two-fold. First, we prove
a combinatorial result (in Lemma 1) about the size of the
boundary of a cut in the information flow graph. This result
is crucial in computing the min-cut bound, but is assumed
implicitly in the proof of the min-cut bound in [1]. We rederive the min-cut bound on the capacity of a DSS in the
first part of this paper. Second, we provide an alternative
proof for the achievability of the fundamental tradeoff between
storage and repair bandwidth by linear network codes in [2].
The proof of [2] relies on a path-weaving procedure, which
is highly dependent on the structure of the information flow
graph. In this paper, we give a deterministic algorithm for
constructing a linear regenerating code, based on a restricted
form of generic network code [3]. We call it a generic storage
code. The procedure of constructing a generic storage code
is conceptually simpler than the one in [2], but requires a
larger field size. Our construction is easily transplantable to
other models in distributed storage systems with different
assumptions.
We remark that the results in this paper cannot be directly
obtained from the original linear network coding theory [3],
[4], which considers multicast networks that are finite and
fixed in advance. For DSS, the flow graph is unbounded
because there is no limit on the number of node failures, but
the results in [3], [4] assume finite networks and finitely many
receiving nodes. Our result, as well as that in [2], shows the
existence of a capacity-achieving linear code, whose field size
grows exponentially on the number of storage nodes. It is
an open question whether the field size can be reduced to
polynomial growth.

Abstract—The fundamental theorem of distributed storage
systems characterizes the maximum file size that can be stored
with certain assumptions on file retrieval and node repair. The
result is composed of two parts, namely, the min-cut bound and
that the bound can be achieved by linear network code with
bounded field size. The derivation of the min-cut bound is reexamined and illuminated by making an implicit step explicit.
Furthermore, a simple alternative proof for the achievability
of the min-cut bound is presented, which is based on the
construction of the generic storage code, a restricted form of
generic network code. The proof techniques in this paper are
expected to be extensible to other more complex models of
distributed storage systems.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Distributed storage systems (DSS) have attracted a lot
of research attention in recent years, partly because of the
successful application of network coding theory to the design
of DSS with repair considerations. In the seminal work of [1],
the dynamics of node failures and repairs in DSS is modeled as
a single-source multicast acyclic network, and the fundamental
tradeoff between storage efficiency and repair bandwidth in
DSS is revealed by characterizing the minimum-cut of the
corresponding information flow graph.
Like the study of any communication channel or network,
the fundamental question to ask in relation to DSS is this:
What is its capacity in the information-theoretic sense? The
answer to this type of questions naturally consists of two parts,
an upper bound of the capacity and the achievability of the
bound. The work of [1] gives the first part of the answer by
deriving the min-cut bound for the information flow graph
of DSS and provide a partial answer to the second by using
results from network coding theory, which can be applied to
DSS with a bounded number of node failures and repairs.
A more complete answer to the second part is given in [2],
which proves that the min-cut bound can be achieved by a
linear network code with a field size which depends only on

II. D ISTRIBUTED S TORAGE S YSTEMS
In a distributed storage system (DSS), there are n storage
nodes. A file of B symbols from an alphabet set Σ has to
be stored in the DSS. This file can later be retrieved by a
data collector, which connects to any k storage nodes. Each
storage node is able to store α symbols. These storage nodes
are not reliable and may fail after prolonged use. If a node
fails, a replacement node, called newcomer, is created by
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downloading data from any d of the surviving nodes. These d
nodes are called helper nodes, and the number of symbols
a newcomer downloads from each of them is denoted by
β. The total number of symbols downloaded, dβ, is called
the repair bandwidth. The newcomer, just like the original
failed node, is allowed to store at most α symbols. The
newcomer is not required to store exactly the same symbols as
the original failed node. This repair mechanism is commonly
called functional repair.
A DSS that satisfies the above requirement is denoted
by DSS(n, k, d, α, β). As time evolves, nodes fail and are
replaced by newcomers. The particular failure order of the
storage nodes and the choice of helper nodes for each newcomer defines an instance of a DSS. Each DSS instance can
be represented by a directed acyclic graph (DAG), called
information flow graph, which consists of three types of
vertices: a source node S, storage nodes, Ini ’s and Outi ’s, and
data collectors DCi ’s. For i = 1, 2, . . . , n, there is a directed
edge from S to Ini with infinite capacity, and a directed edge
from Ini to Outi with capacity α. When the k-th node failure
in the DSS occurs, where k = 1, 2, . . . , a corresponding
newcomer joins the system. We denote it by node i, where
i = n + k. As the original storage nodes, it is represented by
Ini and Outi , which are connected by a directed edge from
the former to the latter with a capacity of α. Furthermore,
Ini is connected to d helper nodes by adding a directed edge
from each of Outi1 , Outi2 , . . . , Outid to Ini , where ij < i for
j = 1, 2, . . . , d. For all possible choices of k surviving storage
nodes, a corresponding DCi is added. Let the k nodes to which
DCi connects be nodes i1 , i2 , . . . , ik . Then there is an edge of
infinite capacity from each of Outi1 , Outi2 , . . . , Outi,k to DCi .
For each DSS instance, there is a corresponding information
flow graph. The collection of graphs for all possible instances
of DSS(n, k, d, α, β) is denoted by G(n, k, d, α, β), or simply
G if no ambiguity could occur.
Let I(v) and O(v) denote the set of incoming edges and
the set of outgoing edges of v ∈ V . We define the important
concepts of cut and flow below:

Fig. 1.

An example of a graph in G(4, 2, d, α, β).

cut with value α + 2β is also shown in the figure. A rigorous
min-cut analysis will be done in the next section.
III. M IN -C UT B OUND
Given an information flow graph G0 ∈ G, we construct an
auxiliary graph G = (V, E) as follows: First, we combine
Ini and Outi into a single vertex vi , which represents storage
node i, for all i. Denote the source node and an arbitrary data
collector by s and t, respectively, where s, t ∈ V . Furthermore,
denote the set of all child vertices of s by Vs and the set of all
parent vertices of t by Vt . Since the data collector connects to
k storage nodes for file retrieval, we have |Vt | = k. Note that
the in-degree of each vertex v ∈ V \(Vs ∪{s, t}) is equal to d,
since v is a newcomer and has contacted d storage nodes for
repair. To simplify the proof below, for every v ∈ Vs , we split
its incoming edge into d parallel edges, so that all vertices,
except s and t, in the auxiliary graph, G, have in-degree d. It
is clear that G is also a DAG.
Definition 3. Given an s-t cut K = (S, T ) of a DAG, G =
(V, E), a vertex v ∈ T is said to be on the boundary of the
cut, denoted by ∂K, if v is the head of any edge in the cut-set
of K.

Definition 1. An s-t cut K = (S, T ) of a DAG, G = (V, E),
is a partition of V into two disjoint subsets, S and T , such
that s ∈ S, t ∈ T and there is at least one edge joining S
and T . The cut-set of K is {(u, v) ∈ E : u ∈ S, v ∈ T }. The
cut-value of K is the sum of the capacity of all edges in the
cut-set of K.

Note that a cut K = (S, T ) can also be specified by the cutset of K, or by ∂K, as there is a one-to-one correspondence
between (S, T ) and the cut-set of K, and also between (S, T )
and ∂K.
Lemma 1. For any s-t cut K = (S, T ) in an auxiliary graph
G, if t ̸∈ ∂K, then |∂K| ≥ min{d, k}.

Definition 2. A flow f = {fe : e ∈ E} in a DAG, G = (V, E),
from S to DC is a valid assignment of a nonnegative integer
fe to every edge e ∈ E such
less than or equal
∑ that fe is∑
to the capacity of e and
e∈I(v) fe =
e∈O(v)
∑ fe for any
e ∈ V \ {S, DC}. The flow-value of f is
e∈O(S) fe . The
maximum flow-value from S to DC is denoted by maxflow(DC).

Proof: Consider an arbitrary cut K = (S, T ) which
satisfies t ̸∈ ∂K. It is clear that Vt ⊂ T , and therefore
|T | ≥ k. First, consider the case d ≤ k. Since G is a DAG,
there is a topological ordering of the vertices, which means
that the vertices are ordered one after another in a way such
that (vi , vj ) ∈ E implies i < j. The first d vertices in T
must belong to ∂K, since their in-degrees are all equal to
d. Hence, |∂K| ≥ d = min{d, k}. Next, consider the case
d > k. If |T | ≥ d, then by the same reasoning as before,
|∂K| ≥ d > k = min{d, k}. If k ≤ |T | < d, then ∂K = T

Figure 1 shows an example of a graph in G(4, 2, d, α, β)
with only one DC shown. (The other DC’s are omitted for
clarity.) We are interested to find the minimum value of all
the cuts, with respect to all DC’s, in any G ∈ G. A possible
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and hence |∂K| ≥ k = min{d, k}. The statement is proved
by combining the two cases.
The above result can be used to analyze the min-cut in
the information flow graph. The proof is essentially the same
as in [1, Lemma 2]. We include the proof for the sake of
completeness.
Lemma 2 (Min-Cut Bound [1]). Given any G0 ∈
G(n, k, d, α, β), the value of any s-t cut of G0 is bounded
below by
∑

min{d,k}−1

min{(d − i)β, α}.

(1)

Fig. 2.

Graphical illustration of the bound.

i=0

Furthermore, the lower bound is tight, meaning that there
exists a DC in G0 such that the corresponding s-t cut has
value equal to (1).

Now we show that the lower bound in (1) is tight by constructing an information flow graph and a cut achieving equality in (1). Initially, there are n storage nodes connected to S.
Consider k newcomers indexed by n + 1, n + 2, . . . , n + k. For
i = 1, 2, . . . , k, Inn+i connects to Outn+i−d , . . . , Outn+i−1 .
Consider a data collector that connects to the last k Outi ’s.
A cut K that achieves the lower bound can be constructed
as follows: For i = 0, 1, . . . , k − 1, if (d − i)β ≤ α, then
Ini ∈ ∂K; otherwise, Outi ∈ ∂K. A graphical illustration is
shown in Figure 2.

Proof: Given an information flow graph G0 , consider an
arbitrary cut K0 = (S0 , T0 ). We can exclude the case where
t belongs to ∂K0 , since all incoming edges of t have infinite
capacity. We can also exclude the case where Ini ∈ T and
Outi ∈ S for some i, since the cut-value can be reduced by
moving Outi from S to T .
Now given K0 , we can construct a corresponding cut K
in the auxiliary graph as follows: If either Ini or Outi is in
∂K0 , then let vi be in ∂K. By Lemma 1, there are at least
min{d, k} vertices in ∂K, which implies that there are also
at least min{d, k} vertices in ∂K0 .1
Since G0 is a DAG, there is a topological ordering of its
vertices. Let Out1 be the topologically first output node in
T . Then either In1 ∈ ∂K0 or Out1 ∈ ∂K0 . If Out1 ∈ ∂K0 ,
then its single incoming edge contributes α to the cut-value.
If In1 ∈ ∂K0 , we can exclude the case where In1 ∈ Vs , since
the incoming edge of In1 has infinite capacity. Therefore, we
only need to consider the case where In1 ̸∈ Vs . Its d incoming
edges contribute a total of dβ to the cut-value. Combining
the two cases, a value of min{dβ, α} is contributed to the
cut-value.
Next, consider Outj , the topologically j-th output node in
T . Again either Inj ∈ ∂K0 or Outj ∈ ∂K0 . If Outj ∈ ∂K0 ,
then its single incoming edge contributes α to the cut-value.
If Inj ∈ ∂K0 , again we can exclude the case where Inj ∈ Vs .
Then at least d − (j − 1) of the incoming edges of Inj
must be in the cut-set of K0 , since at most j − 1 of its
incoming edges can be connected to other out-vertices in
T , namely Out1 , Out2 , . . . , Outj−1 . Therefore, its incoming
edges contribute at least (d − j + 1)β to the cut-value.
Combining the two cases, a value of min{(d − j + 1)β, α} is
contributed to the cut-value.
Since there are at least min{d, k} vertices in ∂K0 and
adding any one or more vertices to T will not decrease the
cut-value, the minimum cut-value is therefore given by the
expression in (1).

Following [1], we assume without loss of generality that
d ≥ k. By Lemma 2, we have the following theorem:
Theorem 3. Let B be the size of the file stored in
DSS(n, k, d, α, β). If d ≥ k, then
B≤

k−1
∑

min{(d − i)β, α}.

(2)

i=0

Proof: By the max-flow bound [5, Theorem 18.3], we
have
B ≤ min maxflow(DCi ).
i

(3)

Since d ≥ k, by Lemma 2, the minimum cut-value is bounded
below by the right-hand side of (2). By the well-known maxflow min-cut theorem [6], we have
min maxflow(DCi ) ≤
i

k−1
∑

min{(d − i)β, α}.

(4)

i=0

The statement then follows from (3) and (4).
IV. G ENERIC S TORAGE C ODE
In this section, we first present some basic concepts in
network coding theory from [7]. Then, we introduce the
refined information flow graph for DSS. Next, we define
generic storage code, a concept in relation to the refined
information flow graph.
A. Basic Concepts of Linear Network Code
Consider a single-source acyclic communication network
and its corresponding graph, G = (V, E). Let the alphabet
Σ be the finite field GF (q). A linear network code can be

1 The

fact that there cannot be less than min{d, k} vertices in ∂K0 was
taken for granted in the last paragraph of the proof of [1, Lemma 2].
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specified by the set of all local encoding kernels, {ld,e ∈ Σ :
d ∈ I(v), e ∈ O(v), v ∈ V }.
Suppose the message to be transmitted form the source node
is an ω-dimensional column vector x over GF (q). We add ω
imaginary edges terminating at S and assign each of them with
a distinct column vector in the ω-dimensional standard basis.
These vectors are referred to as the global encoding kernels
of the imaginary edges. For each edge e = (u, v) ∈ E, we
iteratively define its global encoding kernel by
∑
ge ,
ld,e g d .

32
32

32
32

32
32
32

32

32

32

32
32
32
32

32

32
32

32

32

32

32

d∈I(u)

32

T

The transmitted symbol on edge e is x g e . For an edge set P ,
denote the set of the corresponding global encoding kernels
by ker(P ) , {g e : e ∈ P }, and the linear span of ker(P ) by

Fig. 3.

An example of a refined information flow graph.

vspace(P ) , span(ker(P )).
For a vertex u, define

be regarded as a restricted form of a generic network code [3],
[7]. We call it generic storage code, which is formally defined
below:

vspace(u) , span(ker(I(u))).
A sequence of edges e1 , e2 , . . . , en forms a path if Head(ei )
= Tail(ei+1 ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. Two paths are edge-disjoint if
they do not have any edge in common. A set of edges is said
to be path-independent if each edge in this set is on a path
originating from an imaginary edge and these paths are edgedisjoint. An edge set P is said to be regular with respect to a
linear network code if the global encoding kernels in ker(P )
are linearly independent.

Definition 4. An ω-dimensional linear network code on a
refined information flow graph is said to be an ω-dimensional
generic storage code if every path-independent ω-subsets of
Es is regular, for any stage s = 0, 1, 2, . . ..
V. ACHIEVABILITY
In this section, we prove the achievability of the capacity
bound in Theorem 3 by generic storage code.

B. Refined Information Flow Graph

Lemma 4. Let G be a refined information flow graph G such
that there is at least one path-independent set of edges of size
ω in each stage. An ω-dimensional generic storage (code on) G
over GF(q) can be constructed, provided that q > nα+dβ
.
ω
(nα+dβ )
Proof: Let q be a prime power greater than
. We
ω
prove the statement by mathematical induction on the number
of repair stages in the refined information flow graph. We want
to maintain the inductive invariant that, in any stage, any pathindependent set of edges is regular.
Consider a refined information graph with no repair stage,
(i.e. with only stages −1 and 0). First, note that any ω-subset of
the edges in stage −1 is path-independent. We claim that there
exists a linear code such that all these ω-subsets are regular.
For the first ω edges in stage −1, it is clear that they can
be assigned linearly independent global encoding kernels. For
each of the subsequent edges in stage −1, we can pick a vector
x ̸∈ vspace(ζ), where ζ is any (ω − 1)-subset of edges that
have already been assigned global encoding kernels. This can
be done by picking a generator matrix of an ω-dimensional
Reed-Solomon code of length nα. We can also assign the
global encoding kernels sequentially, since
(
)
∪
nα
vspace(ζ) ≤
q ω−1 < q ω .
ω−1

Given any information flow graph for a DSS, we construct
a refined information flow graph by introducing the concept of
repair stage. In regard to the refined information flow graph,
the repair process of a node is called a repair stage. From
S to Ini ’s is called stage −1. The original n storage nodes
is said to be in stage 0. In stage s > 0, the out-vertex of
each storage node, except the one failed in stage s − 1, is
connected to an auxiliary out-vertex by a directed edge of
capacity α. The out-vertex of node i in stage s is denoted by
(s)
(s+1)
Outi and that in stage s + 1 is denoted by Outi
. Let the
index of the newcomer in stage s + 1 be k. We re-label the
(s+1)
Outk vertex of the newcomer as Outk
. Since each storage
node has capacity α, every edge from S to Ini with infinite
capacity is replaced by an edge of capacity α. Furthermore,
each edge of capacity c is replaced by c parallel edges of unit
capacity. Denote the set of all the edges in stage s, except the
incoming edges of data collectors, by Es . Note that the refined
information flow graph represents a single-source multi-cast
acyclic network. An example with n = 4, d = 3 is shown in
Figure 3. In the example, node 1 fails in stage 0 and node 2
fails in stage 1.
C. Generic Storage Code

ζ

Since a DC can connect to nodes in the same stage, we only
need to ensure the path-independent sets of edges in the same
stage are regular. A code that satisfies this requirement may

Let the global encoding kernels of α incoming edges of every
Ini , i = 1, 2, . . . , n be the same as those of its α outgoing
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edges. Since in stage −1, any ω-subset of the nα edges is
regular, so is any ω-subset of the nα edges in stage 0.

to ν − 1. Thus,
(s)

vspace(Outhi ) ∩ (

Assume that for any refined information graph with s ≥ 0
repair stages, (i.e., s + 1 stages including stage 0), a generic
storage code has been constructed. By definition, any pathindependent ω-subset of Es is regular with respect to the
constructed network code. In stage s + 1, there are n − 1
auxiliary out-vertices of the surviving nodes in stage s, and one
newcomer. Let the set of indices of the n − 1 surviving nodes
(s)
be S, and the index of the newcomer be k. For i ∈ S, Outi
has α incoming edges and α outgoing edges connecting to
(s+1)
Outi
. Let the global encoding kernels of these α outgoing
edges be the same as those of the α incoming edges. Let the d
helper nodes of newcomer k be indexed by h1 , h2 , . . . , hd ∈ S,
where h1 < h2 < · · · < hd . Let U be the edge set which
(s)
consists of all incoming and outgoing edges of Outi for
(s+1)
i ∈ S and all incoming edges of Outk
. It remains to
determine the global encoding kernels for all the incoming
edges and outgoing edges of Ink in such a way that any pathindependent ω-subset of U is regular. This can be done by
Algorithm 1, which is adapted from [5, Algorithm 19.34].

∪

vspace(ζ)) ≤

ζ

(
)
nα + dβ ν−1
q
< qν .
ω

Likewise, the vector x in line 11 can also be found.
∑k−1
Theorem 5. A file with size B = ω , i=0 min{(d−i)β, α}
can be stored in a DSS(n, k, d, α, β) by an( ω-dimensional
)
generic storage code over GF(q), where q > nα+dβ
.
ω
Proof: We have shown the existence of generic storage
code in Lemma 4. Now we show any collector can retrieve the
file based on the generic storage code. By Lemma 2, there are
at least ω disjoint paths terminating at any k out-vertices, in
every stage s ≥ 0. Thus there are at least one path-independent
set, say P with size ω within the incoming edges of these k
out-vertices. By the definition of generic storage code, the
dimension of ker(P ) is ω, and the file with size B = ω can
be decoded.
VI. C ONCLUDING R EMARKS
We present a more rigorous derivation of the min-cut bound,
and make explicit that finding the minimum number of nodes
on the cut-boundary is a necessary step of the proof. We hope
that this provides more insight to the problem, which may be
useful for analyzing min-cut bounds for future DSS models
with different assumptions. To prove the achievability of the
min-cut bound, a new concept called generic storage code
is introduced. We remark that the corresponding induction
invariant in Lemma 4 is larger than necessary in proving
the achievability result. Instead, the induction invariant found
in [2] requires a smaller inductive invariant. Hence, the field
size requirement in [2] is smaller than that of generic storage
code. Another approach, which uses exact-repair regenerating
codes, can also obtain field sizes that remain constant for
an unbounded number of failures. Exact-repair regenerating
codes, however, do not exist for the entire tradeoff curve [8].
Among all these approaches, the use of generic storage code is
more flexible in the sense that it does not rely on the structure
of the information flow graph, rendering it more applicable to
other DSS models.

Algorithm 1 Assign Global Encoding Kernels for the Newcomer k
(s)
Input: {g e : e ∈ I(Outi ) for all i ∈ S} and h1 , h2 , . . . , hd
(s+1)
Output: {g e : e ∈ I(Ink ) or e ∈ I(Outk
)}
(s)
1: U0 := {e ∈ I(Outi ) for all i ∈ S};
2: for i := 1, 2, . . . d do
3:
for j := 1, 2, . . . β do
(s)
4:
e := the j-th incoming edges of Ink from Outhi ;
(s)
5:
Choose a vector x ∈ vspace(Outhi ) such that x ̸∈
vspace(ζ), where ζ is any ω-subset of U0 such that
(s)
ζ is regular and vspace(Outhi ) ̸⊂ vspace(ζ);
6:
g e := x and U0 := U0 ∪ {e};
7:
end for
8: end for
9: for j := 1, 2, . . . α do
(s+1)
10:
e := the j-th incoming edges of Outk
;
11:
Choose a vector x ∈ vspace(Ink ) such that x ̸∈
vspace(ζ), where ζ is any ω-subset of U0 such that
ζ is regular and vspace(Ink ) ̸⊂ vspace(ζ);
12:
g e := x and U0 := U0 ∪ {e};
13: end for
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By construction, it can be seen that any path-independent
ω-subset of U is regular. In the algorithm, the vector x in
line 5 can always be found. To see this, notice that there are
at most (nα + dβ) edges( in U0 )and the number of possible
choices of ζ is at most nα+dβ
. Denote the dimension of
ω
(s)
(s)
vspace(Outhi ) by ν. Since vspace(Outhi ) ̸⊂ vspace(ζ), the
(s)
dimension of vspace(Outhi ) ∩ vspace(ζ) is less than or equal
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